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Abstract

NAND flash based Solid State Disks (SSDs) are fast becoming the choice of primary storage replac-
ing the traditional Hard Disk Drive (HDD) based storage media. The power and performance benefits
of SSDs over HDDs are especially attractive for use in data centers, whose workloads are I/O intensive.
However, the limited lifetime of SSDs is often cited as an obstacle in adopting them for data centers. One
aspect of NAND flash memory reliability that significantly hinders the adoption of SSDs in data centers
is write endurance. In order to study this limitation and suggest solutions to overcome this limitation,
we have built a reliability model framework called FENCE to study flash memory reliability. FENCE
captures the time-dependent property of write endurance and data retention of NAND flash memory by
taking into account both the stress and recovery effects on NAND flash memory cells. Using FENCE, we
analyze the tradeoffs between write endurance and data retention for both SLC and MLC flash. We make
a case for increasing the endurance of MLC based SSDs by trading off their data retention property. We
illustrate some refresh policies that can be applied to ensure data integrity of SSDs and suggest changes
to the design of flash memory controller to support these refresh operations.

1 Introduction

Flash memory has gained tremendous popularity in recent years. Although initially used only in mobile
devices, such as cell phones and portable music players, thedrop in the price of NAND flash memory has
paved the way for its use in mass storage devices as well, in the form of Solid State Disks (SSDs). SSDs offer
several advantages over Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) such as lower power, higher I/O performance (especially
for random I/O), and greater ruggedness. While these advantages make SSDs an potential replacement for
HDDs in laptops and desktops, the performance and power benefits are especially attractive for data centers,
since many enterprise workloads are I/O intensive and perform a significant amount of random I/O.
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SLC MLC HDD MLC+
Capacity of one drive 64 160 300 160
Number of drives for 1TB database 18 12 8 12
(RAID10)
Estimated number of spares required for 0 12 (estimate) 0 <=3(estimate)
5 years due to endurance issues
Total drives 18 24 8 <=15
Total GB 1152 3840 2400 <=2400
$/GB 7 2 0.5 2
Total cost of storage 8064 7680 1200 <=4800
Write Performance 6000 3600 180 3600
Performance/Cost 0.744 0.4688 0.15 >=0.75
(higher the better)

Table 1: Cost estimate for designing an enterprise server with different storage technologies

SSDs can be designed using Single-Level Cell (SLC) NAND Flash or Multi-Level Cell(MLC) NAND
Flash chips. SLC based SSDs provide higher performance and have higher reliability but more expensive
compared to MLC based SSDs. Based on current prices, an 8GB SLC chip is 3.5 times more expensive than
an 8GB MLC chip [19]. In the past 4 years, MLC prices have reduced by a factor of 5 while, SLC prices
have dropped by a factor of 2 [19]. Because the cost benefits ofMLC based SSDs outweigh SLC based
SSDs, companies have started building MLC based SSDs for usein enterprise applications [11,33].

Despite these cost benefits and continuous drop in price of flash memory, one of the main impediments
to the wide adoption of SSDs has been their limitation as a reliable storage media. Flash memory blocks can
wear out after a certain number of write (program) and erase operations - a property referred to as limited
write endurance. Chip manufacturer datasheets quote values that range from 10,000-100,000 program/erase
(P/E) cycles for MLC and SLC flash endurance respectively. This endurance metric is typically coupled
with another reliability metric called “data retention period” while rating the overall reliability of SSDs.
Data retention period indicates the duration of time for which flash memory blocks can store data and can be
read reliably. Chip manufacturers quote a data retention period of 5-10 years [13]. Based on these ratings,
we estimated the cost of building a OLTP server that is typical in a scale out SQL deployment. We assumed
that we have a 1TB database and calculated the costs for a SLC based SSD, an MLC based SSD and an HDD
based solution. Because the write endurance of MLC based SSDs is an order of magnitude lesser than that
of SLC based SSDs, we introduce additional spare SSDs to cover for the wear out, in addition to assuming
a reliable storage solution like RAID. The results of this estimate are shown in table 1.

In Table 1, the last column (indicated as MLC+) represents animproved MLC solution which has higher
endurance than the default MLC based solution, thereby reducing the need to have additional spares. With-
out the increased endurance, MLC based solutions are not optimal compared to the SLC counterparts. How-
ever, using expensive SLC based SSDs to build servers is costprohibitive because of the significant capital
expense involved. Table 1 represents the initial expenditure incurred in setting up a server, and if operating
expenses are taken then all SSD configurations outweigh an HDD based solution because of their very low
power budget. Table 1 motivates the need for high endurance among MLC based SSDs to design an optimal
server solution in data centers. In this paper we have built an analytical model called FENCE to study flash
reliability and have used this model to present techniques to increase the endurance of SSDs for enterprise
applications.
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FENCE is based on the premise that an accurate estimate of reliability of flash is possible only when
we take into account the recovery process that flash memory cells undergo between successive P/E cycles.
Using FENCE, we are able to show that the actual endurance of SSDs is much higher than the estimates
quoted by datasheets. Using FENCE, we also analyze the impact of P/E cycles on the “data retention” of
NAND flash. We show that, by trading off the data retention period of SSDs, the endurance of SSDs can be
increased significantly. In order to ensure the integrity ofdata stored in the SSD, the SSD can be periodically
refreshed without significant impact in their overall performance. In this report, we illustrate some refresh
policies that can be applied to ensure data integrity while allowing us to increase the endurance of SSDs.

To summarize, the main contributions of this report are:

• We have motivated the need for higher endurance of MLC based SSDs to make them viable for use in
data center environment.

• We have developed Flash EnduraNCE (FENCE), an analytical model that captures the time-dependent
property of write endurance and data retention of NAND flash memory taking into account both the
stress and recovery effects on NAND flash memory cells.

• Using FENCE, we quantify the impact of charge trapping and detrapping for both Single- Level Cell
(SLC) and Multi-Level Cell (MLC) NAND flash memory.

• Using FENCE, we analyze the tradeoffs between write endurance and data retention for both SLC and
MLC flash.

• We make a case for increasing the endurance of MLC based SSDs by trading off their data retention
property. We illustrate some refresh policies that can be applied to ensure data integrity of SSDs and
suggest changes to the design of flash memory controller to support these refresh operations.

The rest of the report is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a background of NAND Flash memory.
Section 3 presents the analytical model that forms the crux of this work. Section 4 explains the list of
workloads used, their properties and the properties of SSD used for this study. Section 5 illustrates the
type of refresh policies that will be used to ensure data persistence while simultaneously increasing the
endurance of SSDs. Section 6 explains the related work. Section 7 and Section 8 provide the future work
and conclusion.

2 Background

This section provides an overview of how NAND flash memory operates and explains how these op-
erations affect flash reliability. A detailed discussion onflash memory at the circuit level is given in [3].
Agrawal et al. describe the architecture of flash based SSDs [2]. Flash is a type of EEPROM (Electrically
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory) which supports three basic operations: read, program (write),
and erase. A flash memory chip consists of the flash memory array, a set of decoders and additional periph-
eral circuitry to perform operations. The flash memory arrayconsists of Floating Gate Transistors (FGTs),
which act as memory cells (in this proposed work, the terms memory cell and FGT refer to the same physical
entity and are used interchangeably). Figure 1 represents the typical structure of a flash memory array. In
addition to the FGT, which acts as the storage element, the memory array contains pass transistors to control
the current through the array.

The FGT is similar to a regular NMOS transistor except for an additional floating gate between the
channel and the control gate. This floating gate is isolated from the rest of the device by a dielectric (oxide).
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Figure 1: A NAND Flash Memory Array. Adapted from [3].

This helps retain charges on the floating gate for an extendedperiod of time (on the order of years), hence
providing non-volatility. Charges are added or removed to/from the floating gate through a process called
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling (FN tunneling) which causes a shift in the threshold voltage of the FGT. This
shift is sensed during the read operation to determine the logical bit corresponding to that threshold voltage.
The operating voltage for FN tunneling is typically more than around 15V while that of the read operation
are typically 4-5V [3].

Because high operating voltages are required for program and erase operations, they have a detrimental
impact on the reliability of flash memory. Hence these operations are referred to as stress events. As a flash
memory cell is repeatedly stressed, the oxide layer betweenthe floating gate and channel gets damaged.
Specifically, these stress events break the atomic bonds in the oxide layer, which increases the probability
of charges getting trapped when they tunnel through the oxide layer. When charges are trapped in the tunnel
oxide, it increases charge leakage from the floating gate dueto a process called Trap Assisted Tunneling
(TAT) [23]. This leakage current, which is exacerbated due to trap assisted tunneling under low electric
fields, is referred to as Stress Induced Leakage Current (SILC). As charge trapping increases over a period
of time, SILC also increases and as SILC increases, the time taken data retention period decreases.

On the other hand, endurance is a measure of the number of P/E cycles that a flash memory cell can tol-
erate while preserving the integrity of the stored data, andis a function of the charge trapping characteristics
of the oxide [39,40]. As every stress event increases the likelihood of charges getting trapped in the oxide, it
can lead to an undesirable increase in the threshold voltageof the memory cell. If a sufficiently high number
of charges get trapped in the oxide, it will no longer be possible to reliably read the cell.

Although a memory cell that undergoes a large number of stress events will have more charges trapped
in its oxide, several transistor-level studies of NAND-flash memory have shown that it is possible to detrap
(i.e., remove) some of the charges from the tunnel oxide under certain conditions [20, 37, 39]. Beneficial
conditions for detrapping include higher external temperatures and quiescent periods between successive
stress events. Furthermore, measurement studies indicatethat introducing a quiescent period to allow de-
trapping can be applied at temperatures as low as 25◦C, which is the typical external ambient temperature
of a disk in a server [10]. Since the quiescent periods helps in detrapping charges from the tunnel oxide and
improve retention, endurance and disturbs, they are referred to as recovery periods.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Illustration of Flash Endurance and Data Retention using Water and Bucket Analogy. (a)- Filled
bucket indicates charges trapped in floating gate. (b)- Represents the wear and tear of the memory cell with
increasing P/E cycles. (c) - Represents the effect of chargedetrapping from the tunnel oxide after some idle
period.

2.1 Bucket and Water Analogy

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) and 2(c) illustrate the impact of stress events on the endurance and data retention
property of NAND flash using a bucket and water analogy. The bucket represents a the floating gate in a
FGT. A filled bucket indicates the charges trapped in the floating gate (as shown in Figure 2(a)). The base
of the bucket represents the tunnel oxide through which charges tunnel. In addition to tunneling of electrons
into or out of the floating gate (filling or emptying the bucket), each stress event also damages the tunnel
oxide (punctured holes in the bottom of the bucket). As the number of stress events increases, the number
of holes in the bottom of the bucket also increases. As more charges are trapped in the tunnel oxide (more
holes in the bottom of the bucket, as shown in Figure 2(b)), the rate of charge loss (leakage current) also
increases, thereby reducing the retention period. When there is recovery period between successive stress
events, some of the charges trapped in the oxide get detrapped (some of the holes in the bottom of the bucket
get closed, as shown in Figure 2(c)), thereby improving the reliability of the memory cell.

3 FENCE - Modeling NAND Flash Memory Reliability

In order to analyze how stress events and recovery periods affect endurance and retention under various
usage scenarios, I have developed an analytical model framework called FENCE for both these reliability
issues. While endurance or retention failure can happen dueto various distinct failure mechanisms like
Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown(TDDB), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI), Negative Bias Temperature
Instability (NBTI) on both the peripherals and the the memory array, this project focuses on the failure
induced on the FGTs in the memory array due to charge trappingand detrapping in the tunnel oxide after
P/E cycling. Specifically, these models estimate data retention period by modeling the time to data loss due
to SILC and estimate endurance by modeling the time to permanent read failure due to charge trapping.
Organizations like Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC) provide standards and documents
that contain a detailed explanation of various failure modes and their effect on flash memory reliability [15].
A comprehensive modeling of flash memory reliability requires modeling all these failure modes.

The analytical models for retention and endurance are constructed by synthesizing information from
device physics papers on NAND flash memory cells [14,20,21,23,39,40]. These papers provide information
about how the various parameters affect endurance and retention, their relationship to each other, and values
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for some fitting constants used in the model. It is important to note that all these device physics papers are
based on very similar transistor technology and hence are consistent with each other.

Section 3.1 explains the analytical model for endurance while Section 3.2 explains the model for data
retention.

3.1 Model for Endurance

The endurance model consists of two parts: - one for stressesand the other for recovery. The first part
of the model gives the relationship between the increase in threshold voltage due to charge trapping (δVth,s)
and the number of stress events on the tunnel oxide. The second part gives the relationship between the
threshold voltage shift due to recovery (δVth,r ), the amount of trapped charges in the tunnel oxide due to
stress calculated in the first part (δVth,s), and the recovery period (t). Using these two parts, the effective
increase in threshold voltage of a memory cell due to trappedcharges (δVth) after a stress event and a
subsequent recovery period is calculated. These two components of the model are now explained in more
detail.

3.1.1 The Stress Model

The threshold voltage of a memory cell increases due to charge trapping with the number of stress events
(program or erase cycles) [40]. There are two types of traps that form in the tunnel oxide - interface traps
and bulk traps - which contribute to the increase in the threshold voltage. It has been shown that both types
of traps have a power-law relation to the number of P/E cycleson the memory cell as [40]:

δNit = A∗cycle0.62 (1)

δNot = B∗cycle0.30 (2)

whereA and B are constants,cycle is the number of program or erase cycles on the cell, and the terms
δNit andδNot are the interface and bulk trap densities respectively. In addition to providing this power-
law relationship, [40] also provides empirical data on howδNit andδNot vary with cycle. The values of
constantsA andB are calculated to be 0.08 and 5, respectively, from this empirical data.

The total threshold voltage increase due to trapping is divided into interface trap voltage shift (δVit ) and
bulk trap voltage shift (δVot). Park et al. [30] give the relationship betweenδVit andδNit and betweenδVot

andδNot to be:

δVit =
δNit ∗q

Cox
(3)

δVot =
δNot ∗q

Cox
(4)

whereq is electron charge (1.6×10−19 Coulombs) andCox is the capacitance of the tunnel oxide. The value
of Cox depends on the feature size of the NAND flash cell.

Hence the increase in threshold voltage of the memory cell due to trapped charges,δVth,s, is given by:

δVth,s = δVit +δVot (5)
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3.1.2 The Recovery Model

According to Yamada et al. [39], the threshold voltage shiftdue to detrapping depends on the recovery
period and the amount of charge trapped in the oxide. This relationship is given by the equation

∆Vth,r = cvt.ln(t) (6)

wheret is the recovery period between successive stress events to thesame cell(in seconds) andcvt depends
on the amount of trapped charge (Q) present in the oxide. The value of the recovery period,t, is assumed to
be finite and greater than 1 second. We conservatively assumethat no charge detrapping occurs for recovery
periods less than one second. Yamada et al. [39] also show that cvt has a logarithmic dependence onQ.
SinceQ is directly proportional to the stress voltage,∆Vth,s, cvt also has a logarithmic dependence on∆Vth,s.
Therefore, we get

cvt ∝ ln(∆Vth,s) (7)

Equation (7) can be rewritten as

cvt = K ∗ ln(∆Vth,s) (8)

whereK is a constant that denotes the efficiency of the recovery process. [39] also provide plots of howcvt

varies with∆Vth,s.
Combining equations (6) and (8), the change in the thresholdvoltage shift due to recovery is given by:

∆Vth,r = K ∗ ln(∆Vth,s).ln(t) (9)

where∆Vth,s is given by equation (5). We assume the value of K to be 60% based on discussions with
industry [22]

The effective increase in the threshold voltage due to trapped charges after stress and recovery of the
tunnel oxide,δVth, is given by

δVth = ∆Vth,s−∆Vth,r (10)

Equations (5) and (9) can be used to estimate the endurance ofa NAND flash memory cell based on the
number of stress events (P/E cycles) and the recovery periods that the cell experiences.

3.2 Model for Retention

The retention model estimates the duration of time taken by the memory cell to leak the charges stored
in the floating gate. To determine this time duration, the model estimates SILC based on the number of
charges trapped in oxide layer which is a function of the total number of stress events.

According to de Blauwe et al, SILC (JSILC) is a sum of two components, (a) a time-dependent transient
component (Jtr(t)) and (b) a time-independent steady state component (Jss) [14]. We have,

JSILC = Jtr(t)+Jss (11)

Moazzami et al observed that for thinner tunnel oxide (< 13nm), the steady state component dominates the
transient component [23]. Hence, to modelJSILC, it is sufficient to model the steady state component (Jss).
So, Equation (11) can be modified to

JSILC = Jss (12)
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Because the tunnel oxide thickness is smaller than 13nm for many generations of NAND flash [13],
Equation (12) provides a good estimate of SILC. Using the model derived by de Blauwe et al [14],Jss can
be written as

Jss∝ δNot · fFN(φ) (13)

whereδNot is the bulk trap density (as defined in Equation (2)) andfFN symbolizes the FN-tunneling
field dependence and is calculated using [18]. The value ofφ is considered to be 0.9eV (from [14]). Re-
placing the proportionality sign in Equation (13) with a constantC and combining it with Equation (12), we
get:

JSILC=C ·Not · fFN(φ = 0.9eV) (14)

Equation (14) represents the SILC due to the presence of trapped charges in the tunnel oxide. It should
be noted that in Equation (14),Not has a power relation to the number of cycles(based on Equation (2)) and
hence, as the number of cycles increases, the SILC also increases. Assuming thatQth,spread to be the total
charge stored in the floating gate corresponding a logical bit, δVth to be total charge trapped in the tunnel
oxide (calculated from Equation (10)), andJSILC to be the leakage current, we can calculate the time taken
for the charges to leak from the floating gate (tretention) to be,

tretention =
(Qth,spread−δVth)

JSILC
(15)

After tretention seconds, most of the charges from the floating gate would haveleaked through the tunnel
oxide and any read operation after this time will result in reading incorrect data. SinceδVth andJSILC are
functions of stress events and recovery period, Equation (15) provides an estimate of data retention period
in NAND flash memory after taking stress and recovery into account.

3.3 Architecture-Level Simulations using FENCE

While FENCE captures the impact of stress and recovery on a single memory cell, the program and
erase operations in NAND flash occur for a group of cells, suchas within a page (for program) or within
a block (for erase). Therefore, in architectural level simulations of these models, we track stress events
due to program and erase operations at the granularity of a page and block respectively. Another point to
note is that, the phenomenon of charge trapping and detrapping occurs in flash memory cells irrespective of
whether they are used in the SLC or MLC mode. This is because the principle behind the stress events (FN
tunneling) is the same for both SLC and MLC flash and the main difference between them is the maximum
allowed threshold voltage shift. In either case, one can usethe methodology given above to derive models
from their physical transistor-level characterizations to estimate their endurance and retention.

3.4 Analyzing NAND Flash Memory Reliability using FENCE

So far, we have derived two models that calculate the threshold voltage shift due to trapped charges after
stress and recovery and estimate the data retention period after a given number of stresses. Using FENCE,
we now analyze the impact of charge detrapping on flash memorycells over different timescales. The goal
of this analysis is to ascertain the extent to which charge detrapping can improve the reliability of flash
memory cells by delaying endurance or retention related failure and understand how the duration of the
quiescent period affects the extent of the recovery.
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Figure 3: Threshold voltage distribution for a 2-bit MLC

Before we begin the analysis, we first need to precisely definewhat “failure” means with respect to
endurance and retention. The data stored in a flash memory cell is identified by a specific voltage level. An
n-bit MLC has 2n distinct voltage levels, each of which corresponds to an n-bit value (an SLC flash cell is
merely the case where n=1, which corresponds to two voltage levels - one for a digital “0” and the other for
a “1”). Let ∆Vth,spreadbe the threshold voltage range for a single voltage level in amemory cell and∆Vth be
the difference in voltage between adjacent levels. Then, the entire operating voltage range of a memory cell
varies fromVmin toVmax, whereVmax=Vmin+(∆Vth,spread∗2n)+∆Vth∗ (2n−1). This is illustrated in Figure
3 for n= 2 (2-bit MLC).

When the charges trapped in the oxide result in a threshold voltage increase of∆Vth or higher, it will no
longer be possible to clearly distinguish between different voltage levels. As a consequence, it will not be
possible to reliably read from or write to the memory cell. Wedefine this situation where the increase in
threshold voltage due to trapped charges,δVth, is greater than or equal to∆Vth as anendurance failure.

Similarly, as charges accumulate in the tunnel oxide,δVth increases and asδVth increases, the SILC
also increases (because of trap assisted tunneling) and when δVth becomes equal to∆Vth, the SILC is high
enough that the floating gate is no longer able to retain charges. We define this situation as aretention failure
and when retention failure is encountered, the state of the cell can no longer be sensed reliably leading to an
unrecoverable data loss.

However, products that use NAND flash as the underlying storage medium typically specify a data
retention period - aminimumduration of time for which the data written in a flash memory cell should
be retained without data loss. Most manufacturer datasheets quote a 10 year period for data retention.
Guaranteeing the specified data retention period also limits the amount of cycling because beyond a certain
amount of cycling, the data retention period of the cell falls below the specified period. We define this limit
as theendurance limit, the maximum number of P/E cycles that can a memory cell can tolerate after which
the retention period of the memory cell drops below the data retention requirement. Beyond the endurance
limit and but until the endurance failure is reached, the memory cell still retains data, but for a period lesser
than therateddata retention period.

The higher the∆Vth, the larger the number of P/E cycles required forδVth to reach this value. Similarly,
the longer the recovery period between successive P/E cycles, the higher the detrapping and therefore a
larger number of P/E cycles will be allowed beforeδVth reaches∆Vth. It should be noted that while it
appears that choosing a large∆Vth can provide high endurance, a high threshold voltage directly translates
to a higher write latency [3], which can significantly degrade performance and actually increase the duration
of stress.
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3.4.1 Impact of detrapping on Endurance

Manufacturer datasheets specify an endurance rating of 10Kand 100K P/E cycles for MLC and SLC
chips respectively. However, these values specify theminimumnumber of P/E cycles that the chip is ex-
pected to tolerate before failure, tested under high stressconditions where the flash cells are continuously
erased and rewritten with little or no recovery time betweensuccessive stress events [37]. There is anecdotal
evidence in recently published papers on measurements of NAND flash chips, that, in the common case,
when there are recovery periods between the stress events, the endurance of flash is higher than the values
specified in datasheets [5,8].

In Figure 4, we plot the change inδVth with the number of P/E cycles, over a number of timescales forthe
recovery period, for the 80nm process technology [12] for which published memory cell characterization
data is available [20, 39, 40]. We consider the case where there is no recovery between successive stress
events, which is how the datasheet values are computed, and also cases where the recovery time is varied
from 10 seconds to over 2 days.
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Figure 4: Increase inδVth with P/E cycles for different recovery periods.

To illustrate how these curves translate to endurance, we plot the∆Vth for SLC and 2-bit MLC flash.
These values are shown as horizontal lines in the graph and are obtained from threshold voltage distributions
of prototype NAND flash memory chips published in the literature. 2-bit MLC devices have∆Vth values that
are approximately equal to∆Vth,spreadand have been shown to vary from 0.6V to 0.7V [4]. We assume∆Vth

to be equal to∆Vth,spread for SLC devices as well. The∆Vth,spread of SLC has been reported to vary from
1.4V to 2.0V [17, 24]. Based on this data, we assume the∆Vth of SLC to be 1.7V and 2-bit MLC to be
0.65V. The portions of the curves below the horizontal linescorrespond to failure-free operation of the cell.
The number of P/E cycles attainable for each recovery periodand the improvement in endurance over the
case where there is no detrapping between successive stresses is given in Table 2 (for clarity, in the figure
we omit a few of the data points given in the table).

We can see that when there are no recovery periods, the P/E cycles for the SLC and MLC data points
approximately match the values given in datasheets (100K and 10K P/E cycles respectively), which concurs
with the expected behavior. We can also see that a recovery period between successive P/E cycles can signif-
icantly boost endurance, which concurs with recent flash chip measurement studies [5, 8]. Even a recovery
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Recovery SLC,∆Vth = 1.7V 2-bit MLC, ∆Vth = 0.65V
Period P/E Cycles Endurance P/E Cycles Endurance

Increase Increase
No recovery 107535 1x 10652 1x
10 seconds 153186 1.4x 13749 1.3x
50 seconds 1028724 9.6x 52444 4.9x
100 seconds 1837530 17.7x 99913 9.3x
1000 seconds 6214983 57.8x 403082 37.8x
5000 seconds 11093823 103x 780723 73.3x
10000 seconds 13753999 127x 990014 92.9x
15000 seconds 15497892 144x 1129379 106x

1 day 24274492 225x 1879352 176x
2 days 28487539 264x 2247910 211x

Table 2: Endurance limits with charge detrapping.

period of approximately a minute between stress events can provide a large improvement in endurance. Note
that although the I/O request inter-arrival times to an SSD tend to be much shorter in an enterprise system
and a significant fraction of the requests can be writes [29],the time between successive stress events to a
specific physical flash pageon the SSD is much longer due to the fact that NAND flash does notsupport
in-place writes, due to the decisions made by the wear-leveling and cleaning policies of the FTL, and the
logical block addresses in the I/O request stream arriving at the SSD. Further increase in the duration of
the recovery periods provides increased endurance, and a recovery period of a few hours provides two or-
ders of magnitude improvement. However, as the recovery periods increase beyond a day, we start getting
diminishing endurance benefits.

3.4.2 Impact of detrapping on Data Retention

Having examined the impact of detrapping on endurance, we now analyze the effect of detrapping on
retention. Typically, manufacturer datasheets specify a retention period of at least 10 years for NAND flash.
This rating is usually very conservative and many supplementary documents provided by manufacturers
show that the typical retention period is close to 100 years for NAND flash [25–28]. Using this information
and conservatively assuming that the retention period of NAND flash to be 100 years for a new SLC device,
we analyze the impact of flash memory cycling with various recovery periods in between the cycles on its
retention period. The results of this analysis is shown in Figure 5(a) for SLC and Figure 5(b) for 2-bit MLC
flash.

From Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), it can be observed that whenthere is no recovery between successive
cycles, the memory cell encounters retention failure when the total number of P/E cycles is around 100K
for SLC flash and 10K for MLC flash, which concurs with the expected behavior. However, as the recovery
period between successive stress events increases, the number of times the cell can be cycled before retention
failure occurs increases exponentially. Both SLC and 2-bitMLC flash experience a steep drop in their
retention period when the flash memory cell is relatively new(few hundreds to thousands of cycles). For SLC
flash, the retention period drops from nearly 100 years to about 20 years in a few thousand cycles, while in
case of MLC flash, the retention period drops from nearly 40 years to 5-10 years in about a thousand cycles.
However, after this steep drop, the rate of decrease in the retention period slows down. As the memory cell
is cycled, its retention period keeps dropping and when the memory cell is cycled up to itsendurance failure
point, the flash memory cell experiences retention failure.From Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), we can note
that even though SLC flash and 2-bit MLC flash exhibit the same trend, the initial retention period of a new
MLC flash memory is nearly 40 years, while that of the SLC flash is nearly 100 years. This is because, the
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Figure 5: Impact of different recovery periods on Data Retention for SLC and 2-bit MLC flash

∆Vth for MLC flash is about 2.6 times lesser than the∆Vth for SLC flash and hence the lower data retention
period.

3.4.3 Trading off Data Retention for Increased Endurance

In Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), we can see that there is clear tradeoff between the data retention and the
number of cycles possible. If the data retention for NAND flash can be relaxed linearly, the total number of
P/E cycles possible can be increased exponentially. For example, in the case of 2-bit MLC flash having an
average recovery period of about 10,000 seconds, the P/E cycle count can be increased from 8000 to 52,800
when the data retention period requirement is be reduced from 10 years to 5 years. In a real world scenario,
this translates to a high number of rewrites for NAND flash based storage media for a reduced data retention
period. In architectures which typically use NAND flash as a front-end of a tiered storage system (like
enterprise storage), NAND flash memory can be cycled beyond its endurance limit provided that a periodic
backup of the data is performed to avoid data loss. Another option, which we explore extensively in this
report, to handle reduced retention is to periodically refresh the SSD (say once every month), to make sure
that data integrity is preserved. The main purpose of refresh operation is to identify flash memory pages
whose retention period is below the rated retention period and refresh the data present in them, to ensure
data longevity. The refresh operation for SSDs will involvea combination of read operation (on the source
block to be refreshed) and a write operation (on a target block) to ensure data persistence. Since, each
refresh operation also involves a write operation, the damage to the tunnel oxide increases, which reduces
the retention period even further. Hence, as NAND flash is cycled, the refresh frequency for SSDs need
to be increased to handle the reduced retention, thus providing an opportunity to increase the endurance of
NAND flash without losing the data written to them. In the restof this report, we examine refresh policies
that can be used to increase the endurance of NAND flash based SSDs while preserving their data integrity.

3.5 Design Changes to Flash Memory Controller to Support Refresh Operation

In order to periodically refresh the data in the SSDs, the flash memory controllers present in the SSDs
need to be aware of the degree of wear out of each flash memory block. Current FTL algorithms that have
been proposed in the literature typically store the cycle count of every SSD block to keep track of the wear
out of the device [2, 6, 9]. As shown in Section 3.4.3, just maintaining the cycle count is not sufficient to
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Command (arguments) Description
refresh(source page, target page)Read the data from the source page and write it to the target page.

The source and target page can be in same or different chips.
refresh(source block,target block)Read all valid pages from source block and write them to the target block.

The target block should have sufficient space to accommodatethe valid pages
in source block. The source and target block can be in same or different chips.

refresh(source plane, target plane)Read all valid pages from all blocks in the source plane and
write them to the target plane. If the source and target planeare equal, then the
plane should contain at least one free block to move data within the plane.

Table 3: Possible commands from the flash controller to the flash chips to perform the refresh operation.

estimate the wear out of the device and metrics like average recovery periods and theδVth information are
required to accurately estimate the wear-out of SSDs blocks. For a page based FTl, storing the average
recovery period andδVth for every page along with the existing metadata informationrequires as much 8
additional bytes. Since existing SLC and MLC flash chips havespare area associated with flash memory
page (which varies from 128 to 256 bytes) to store metadata information of every page [32], storing 8
additional bytes incurs an space overhead of 3.1% to 6.2%. For a block based FTL, the average recovery
period andδVth for every flash block is stored. Assuming that there are 128 pages in a block and each page
has a spare area of 128 to 256 bytes, the space overhead for storing the metadata information is about 0.02%
to 0.05% depending on the availability of spare area.

With this additional metadata information, the FTL decideswhich memory blocks1 require refresh. The
policies that the FTL will use to determine those memory blocks that require refresh can be classified as time
and/or space dependent policies and can be dependent or independent of the workload under consideration.
The main objectives of such policies is to identify the source memory block(s) that needs to be refreshed
and target memory block(s) to where the data should be migrated, the timing of this data migration and the
commands used to perform such data migration while having minimum impact on the performance of SSD.
While, we present a detailed discussion of the first two objectives in Section 5, we now discuss how the
controller can command the flash chips to perform these refresh operation.

Once the source and target memory blocks are identified, the flash memory controller can command the
flash chips to perform the data migration. To perform such a migration, the controller can send a refresh
command to the chip with source and target memory blocks as parameters. Depending on the granularity
of the memory blocks, one of the commands from the Table 3 can be used to perform the refresh operation.
We would like to clarify that the list of commands provided inTable 3 is not comprehensive but is presented
to provide an idea of the type of commands that the flash controller can issue to the flash memory chips to
perform the refresh operation. Depending on the degree of parallelism available, read or write operations
to some or all parts of the chip will be queued until the refresh operation is complete, which increases the
response time of such requests and slowing down the disk.

Existing flash chips can also respond to commands liketwo-plane read for copy back, two-plane copy
back program, two-plane page program, two plane block eraseto parallelize data movement within a chip
[32]. Instead of using a new refresh command, such commands can be reused by the controller to perform
the refresh operation efficiently.

Having examined the design changes necessary to the controller to support different refresh policies,

1The term memory block in this discussion refers to any contiguous section of flash memory like a page, block, plane, chip or
the entire SSD.
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Parameter M-SSD
Page Size 4KB

Pages/Block 128
Blocks/Plane 1024
Planes/Chip 8

Chips 25
Usable capacity 90%

Page Read 50µs
Page Program 900µs
Block Erase 3.5ms

Serial Data Transfer 25µs

Table 4: Architecture-level Parameters for a MLC(M-SSD) based SSD.

Section 5 discusses some refresh policies that can be performed to ensure data persistence and increase the
endurance of SSDs.

4 Experimental Methodology

Using the FENCE model, we now analyze the reliability of NANDflash based SSDs running enterprise
workloads. We describe the simulation infrastructure and the workload details in Section 4.1. In section 4.2,
the evaluation methodology is explained.

4.1 Simulator and Workloads:

We use Disksim [7], a widely used trace driven simulator for evaluating storage systems. In order to
simulate a SSD, we use the Disksim SSD extension [2] that facilitates studying a variety of SSD designs.
For evaluation, we simulate an enterprise class 100GB MLC based SSD(M-SSD) similar to [11] .The con-
figuration of these M-SSD is summarized in Table 4.

Our workloads consist of block-level I/O traces collected from various production systems within Mi-
crosoft [31, 36]. The details of the enterprise workloads evaluated are specified in Table 5. Each workload
consists of several sub-traces, each of which correspond tothe I/O activity during a specific interval of time
(e.g., an hour) on a typical day, and the collection of these sub-traces span anywhere from 6 hours to one
full day. We use all the sub-traces of each workload in the simulation to characterize the variations in the
I/O behavior and their impact on the SSD reliability.

4.2 Evaluation Methodology:

Because reliability issues in storage systems take a long duration of time to manifest, we evaluate the
impact of the workloads on the SSDs over a 5 year service life.The main reasons behind choosing such
a large simulation period are that reliability problems in SSDs due to wear out typically take such time
periods to manifest themselves and also the fact that the typical replacement cycle for disks is around 5-10
years [34]. We report the average retention period and the average number of P/E cycles experienced by the
SSDs over this time scale. In order to get an idea of the impactof recovery periods on the SSD reliability,
we also report the maximum change in threshold voltage of flash memory blocks over this time scale. While
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Workload Duration Total I/Os Read-Write Average inter-arrival
(hours) (in millions) ratio time(ms)

Live Maps 24 44.7 3.73:1 1.9
Backend (LM)

MSN File 6 29.4 2.05:1 0.75
Server (MSNFS)
MSN Meta-data 6 4.5 2.82:1 4.8

Server (MSN-CFS)
Exchange Server (EXCH) 24 54.2 0.59:1 1.59

Radius Authentication 18 2.0 0.11:1 24.8
Server (RAD)

Radius Backend 18 4.2 0.21:1 11.8
Authentication Server (RAD-BE)

Display Ads Platform 24 1.09 1.27:1 79.3
Payload Server (DAPPS)

Table 5: Characteristics of Enterprise Workloads used for Evaluation

the service life spans multiple years, the traces record at most a single day of activity. We need a way of
estimating the activity on the SSD over this long time period. As each trace represents the I/O activity over
the course of a typical day, one approach could be to repeatedly replay the trace in Disksim and simulate 5
years worth of activity.

However, this approach would require excessively long simulation times. We instead use a statistical
approach to estimate the I/O activity on the SSD.

In order to estimate endurance and retention, we need to capture two aspects of stress behavior: (1)
the distribution of stress events across various pages and blocks in the SSD (spatial behavior), and (2)
the distribution of the recovery periods to individual pages and blocks (temporal behavior). To determine
these distributions, we collect an output trace over the course of a Disksim simulation that records when a
particular page or block within a certain flash chip is programmed or erased. We do not record reads to a
page since read operations have a negligible impact on endurance. We collect one such output trace for each
sub-trace,which allows us to capture any phase behavior within a workload. as well as the behavior of the
wear-leveling and cleaning algorithms within each sub-trace period. From this output trace, we characterize
the spatial behavior of the workload by creating a histogramof the stresses to the different flash chips in
the SSD to determine the frequency at which pages/blocks within a particular chip are stressed. Since the
FTL performs wear-leveling operations within each flash chip in an SSD [2], we use auniform distribution
to model the pattern of stresseswithin a single chip. However, across the multiple chips, the original spatial
distribution of the workload is still maintained. We characterize the temporal behavior of the workload
by creating a histogram of the recovery periods of all the pages within the SSD. Using these statistical
distributions of the spatial and temporal characteristicsof a workload’s stress behavior on the SSD, we
extrapolate the stress behavior over the service life of 10 years.
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Figure 6: Illustration of various spatial refresh policies

5 Refresh Policies to Ensure Data Persistence and Increase Endurance of
Enterprise SSDs

The policy space for performing a refresh is of significant interest, since this determines the limit to
which we can push the endurance of the flash device. In this section, we explore some spatial and temporal
policies that are both workload dependent and independent.We provide illustrations of how these policies
can be implemented and leave the detailed analysis of these policies to future work.

5.1 Workload Independent Spatial Policies

Refresh can be done at multiple spatial granularities. For instance, we can refresh the entire SSD de-
vice as a whole, or we can refresh one page at a time or narrow into the block level for more granular
control. Figure 6 illustrates the different possible spatial granularities in which the refresh operation can be
performed.

5.2 Workload Independent Temporal Policies

Temporal variation in refresh policies would allow refreshto proceed at the same time as normal opera-
tions. Figure 7 illustrates the various temporal granularities in which the refresh operation can be performed.
At the baseline is a policy where we refresh the entire deviceat the same time, however the amount of refresh
would prohibit any other operation to occur at the same time.On the other end is a policy where we can
refresh one spatial unit at a time. This spatial unit can be a plane, block or a page (referred to as Time policy
1 in Figure 7). This would allow other operations to continuewithout having to wait for the refresh operation
to complete as long as they are performed on a different spatial unit. We can also group multiple pages or
blocks (belonging to different planes) together for refresh depending on the refresh bandwidth availability.
This policy would allow for quicker refreshes and at the sametime not impact performance significantly
(indicated as Time policy 2 in Figure 7).

Figure 7: Illustration of various temporal refresh policies

Another approach similar to time policy 2 is to have groupings of different sizes. The sensitivity of
refresh operations to different sized grouping can be explored and the grouping that works for the best for
each application will be reported.
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5.3 Workload Dependent Policies

Based on our understanding of data center workloads, we can design workload specific policies that can
behavior of individual workloads. One example of such policy is a predictive policy which determines when
the write traffic would be higher and to which LBN ranges. Depending on this prediction, we should be able
to identify the time granularity and space granularity to select and the refresh operation can be performed
accordingly. Both the time and space granularity can be changed dynamically and the performance of such a
refresh policy can be determined. Since we perform trace based evaluation, we can have an oracle for every
trace that does exactly the needed refreshes. The performance of the oracle based policy will be analyzed
and compared with the other policies that are mentioned above.

We will evaluate the above mentioned policies using Disksimand evaluate metrics like performance,
the number of refresh operations and the increase in total endurance of enterprise SSDs due to the various
refresh policies.

6 Related Work

Charge Trapping/Detrapping in CMOS Transistors: The generation of interface traps at the Si/SiO2

interface causes a reliability problem for CMOS transistors as well and has been studied in the context of
Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) and PositiveBias Temperature Instability (PBTI). Similar
to recovery in FGTs, the interface traps can be removed (detrapped) by applying a suitable logic value as
input to the gate of the device and a number of techniques havebeen proposed to achieve this at runtime
[1,16,35,38].

Wear-Leveling Techniques for Flash: A number of wear-leveling techniques have been proposed to
balance the wear on flash memory blocks within an SSD to improve endurance and they are discussed in [6].
The proposed techniques include threshold based schemes using per-block erase-counters, techniques that
use randomization to choose erase blocks, and those that separate hot and cold blocks when making wear
leveling decisions [6]. While these wear-leveling techniques implicitly take into account the impact of
charge trapping by counting the number of P/E cycles on a page/block to effect a policy, they do not consider
the impact of recovery.

NAND Flash Endurance Measurements: Grupp et al. [8] study the performance, power, reliability of
several SLC and MLC NAND flash chips and show that the endurance of these chips tend to be much higher
than their datasheet values. Desnoyers [5] conducted a similar study of the performance and endurance
characteristics of several NAND flash memory chips and foundthe endurance trends to be similar to those
reported in [8]. These papers show that the number of P/E cycles that the pages and blocks can sustain is
much higher than those given in datasheets. However, these papers do not explain the underlying cause for
this trend.

7 Future Work

While this work has focused on the endurance and data retention property of NAND flash, we are also
trying to answer other questions related to NAND flash reliability. Our immediate focus is to validate our
model with real chip measurements. So far, our analytical model framework does not capture the impact of
temperature on the flash memory reliability. Since temperature is a first order constraint in flash memory
reliability, we plan to extend our model to consider this parameter in future.
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8 Conclusion

Flash Memory reliability has long been a concern for deploying SSDs in data centers. In order to study
this limitation and suggest solutions to overcome this limitation, we have built a reliability model framework
called FENCE to study flash memory reliability. Using FENCE,we analyze the tradeoffs between write
endurance and data retention for both SLC and MLC flash. We make a case for increasing the endurance of
MLC based SSDs by trading off their data retention property.We illustrate some refresh policies that can
be applied to ensure data integrity of SSDs and suggest changes to the design of flash memory controller to
support these refresh operations.
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